Optical clearing of flowing blood using dextrans with spectral domain optical coherence tomography
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Abstract. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) images have been used to investigate the mechanism of optical clearing in flowing blood using dextrans. The depth reflectivity profiles from SDOCT indicate that dextrans become increasingly more effective in reducing scattering in flowing blood, except for 5 mgdl⁻¹ of Dx500, with increasing molecular weights (MW 70,000 and 500,000) and concentrations (0.6, 2, and 5 mgdl⁻¹). Among the tested dextrans, Dx500 at 2 mgdl⁻¹ had the most significant effect on light scattering reduction with the strongest capability to induce erythrocyte aggregation. Dx500 at 5 mgdl⁻¹ contributes more refractive index matching but induces a decrease in aggregation that leads to the same level as 0.6 mgdl⁻¹ Dx500. Previous studies identified various mechanisms of light scattering reduction in stationary blood induced by optical clearing agents. Our results suggest that erythrocyte aggregation is a more important mechanism for optical clearing in flowing blood using dextrans, providing a rational design basis for effective flowing blood optical clearing, which is essential for improving OCT imaging capability through flowing blood. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.2909673]
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1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a powerful optical imaging technique based on low coherence interferometry that allows imaging of microstructures beneath the tissue surface. Recently, endovascular OCT has proven to be valuable in imaging the vascular system for diagnosing atherosclerotic plaque or other vascular diseases and optimizing endovascular therapy and surgery in vivo.¹,² However, intra-vascular OCT imaging is complicated because blood causes substantial attenuation of the optical signal. Saline infusion is required during imaging. Minimization of the need for continuous saline infusion would represent a substantial advance for endovascular imaging techniques.

Optically, blood is a scattering system that consists of scattering particles—for example, red blood cells (RBCs), their aggregates, and the surrounding media, i.e., plasma. The refractive index mismatching between RBC cytoplasm and blood plasma is the major source of light scattering in blood. The scattering properties of blood also depend on RBC volume, shape, and orientation, which are defined in part by blood plasma osmolarity, aggregation and disaggregation capability, and hematocrit.³ Under normal physiological conditions, RBCs may aggregate into rouleaux. The rouleaux may further interact with other rouleaux to form rouleaux networks (or clumps, in pathological cases). The degree of aggregation depends on the blood flow rate. No aggregation forms in fast-flowing blood due to its great shear rate.⁴ Thus, the optical properties of blood are affected by the refractive index mismatching and the size and conformation of the aggregates, which change at different flow rates.

Recently, dextran (Dx) was used to increase the refractive index of plasma to achieve an index matching environment for blood samples. This led to a significant improvement in light penetration through circulating blood, reproducing coronary flow for OCT imaging.⁵ Our previous OCT study demonstrated that dextrans with various molecular weights (MWs) led to optical clearing in stationary blood samples from 52.1% to 150.5%.⁶ The optical properties of blood are altered by two effects induced by dextrans: refractive index matching and erythrocyte aggregation.⁷,⁸ However, the effect of erythrocyte aggregation on optical clearing of blood was not mentioned in Brezinski’s work,⁹ where only index matching was discussed for circulation of blood in a high flow rate using only one dextran with MW 70 KDa. This difference suggests that the effect of dextran on optical clearing between stationary and circulating blood may be different. In circulating blood that reproduces coronary flow with a flow rate of 200 ml/min,⁴ the high shear rate probably ensured that the RBCs did not form aggregation. In addition, the aggregation capability of dextrans depends on their MWs; the efficiency of a dextran in producing aggregation in flowing blood increases with its molecular weight.¹⁰ Therefore, further investi...
tigation of dextrans with various MWs for optical clearing of blood in flow will help to improve understanding of the mechanisms and applications.

Dextrans, the neutral and biocompatible macromolecules, have been widely used in blood aggregation studies. It is important to understand whether and how index matching and aggregation will affect optical clearing. We examined whether erythrocyte aggregation induced by dextrans in circulating blood with a flow rate of 5 to 100 mm/s would affect optical clearing, and also defined the optimal type and concentration of dextrans for blood optical clearing in small vessels to improve OCT penetration. For this purpose, dextrans with various MWs and different concentrations were employed in the experiments and studied by the use of a spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) system. Recently, SDOCT has shown advantages in imaging speed and signal-to-noise ratio over time-domain OCT. Therefore, SDOCT would be a better method for blood measurement to eliminate the influence of blood cell sedimentation on scattering properties during acquisition.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Preparation of Porcine Blood

The use of human blood for tests is considered disadvantageous due to the risk of infection, restricted availability, and relatively high cost. Bovine as well as porcine blood is practical due to sufficient availability and adequate quantities. The properties of porcine blood are more similar to human blood than those of bovine blood, particularly in RBC aggregation tendency. Therefore, the results from blood tests with porcine blood can be regarded as a safe estimation for human blood. Thus, porcine blood samples were used in our studies. A hematocrit level of 45% was obtained by mixing fresh extracted RBCs with fresh porcine plasma using ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) as an anticoagulant (Animal Technologies, Inc., Tyler, Texas). Different suspensions of RBCs were resuspended in plasma without dextran (control) and with Dx70 or Dx500 (average molecular mass MW 70 and 500 kDa, Sigma, USA) at plasma dextran concentrations of 0.6, 2, and 5% (w/v), respectively. A plasma dextran (Dx500) concentration of 0.6% (w/v) was used to induce RBC aggregation in the range for healthy humans and 2% to induce excessive aggregation.

2.2 SDOCT Measurement

A super-luminescent diode (SLD) with a spectrum centered at 1310 nm and a total delivered power of 8 mW was used. The FWHM of the source was about 95 nm, corresponding to a coherence length of \(8 \mu m\). Approximately half of the power went to the sample arm. Back-reflected lights from the reference and sample arms were guided into a spectrometer and sampled by a 1 \(\times\) 1024 line-scan camera at 7.7 kHz. The total wavelength range spreading on the detector array was 130 nm, corresponding to a spectral resolution of 0.13 nm and an imaging depth of 3.6 mm in vacuum.

All OCT measurements were done just after RBC suspensions were prepared and pumped through a round glass capillary with a diameter of 300 or 600 \(\mu m\) (VitroCom Inc., Mountain Lakes, New Jersey). A programmable syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts) was used to flow the blood with an approximately constant speed rate of \(\sim 5 \text{ mm/sec}\) within the glass capillary. In some experiments, the speed rate was \(\sim 10\) and \(100 \text{ mm/sec}\) for blood samples with the hematocrit (HCT)=45% (the normal hematocrit in a human male). These parameters correspond to the characteristics of blood flow in small veins and small arteries with a diameter range of 0.2 to 1 mm. After each measurement, a small drop of blood sample from the end of the capillary was collected and smeared onto a glass slide for microscopy observation of aggregation. OCT “M-scans” (a single A-line repeatedly acquired in time without transverse scanning) were performed. Two thousand OCT depth reflectivity profiles (A-lines) were averaged for each data set.

According to the single scattering model, the attenuation coefficient \(\mu_t\) of a sample can be obtained theoretically from reflectance measurements at two different depths, \(z_1\) and \(z_2\):

\[
\mu_t = \frac{1}{2(\Delta z)} \ln \left( \frac{R(z_1)}{R(z_2)} \right),
\]

where \(\Delta z = |z_1 - z_2|\), and \(R(z_1)\) and \(R(z_2)\) represent the reflectance at the depths \(z_1\) and \(z_2\), respectively. In this paper, data of \(\mu_t\) were obtained by linear fitting of the slope of the average profile to minimize noise. Triple samples were measured and averaged for each data set. The decrease in attenuation by the addition of dextran was calculated according to

\[
\Delta \mu_t = \frac{\mu_{control} - \mu_{dextran}}{\mu_{control}} \times 100\%
\]

where the subscripts control and dextran refer to the blood samples without and with dextran, respectively.

It should be pointed out that in our previous studies, no significant fluctuations in hemoglobin concentration between the sample with dextran and the control were observed with the measurements of a B-hemoglobin photometer. Although the B-hemoglobin photometer is based on the principle of the absorption characteristic of blood in an 800-nm band, the hemoglobin absorption occurring in the wavelength region used in this study (1310 nm) may have had a negligible effect on the results because of its low absorption at 1310 nm. Changes in the attenuation of blood with dextran may be attributed to the decrease in scattering by the addition of dextran.

3 Results

Figure 1 shows the representative OCT structure images [Figs. 1(a), 1(c), and 1(e)] and depth reflectivity profiles [Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f)] for fresh porcine blood without dextran [1(a) and 1(b)], and for blood with 0.6% Dx500 [1(c) and 1(d)] and with 2% Dx500 [1(e) and 1(f)] at HCT=45% flowing through a 600-\(\mu m\) glass capillary at a flow rate of 5 mm/sec. From the structural images, we can see that the OCT imaging depth was improved with the addition of dextran and dependent on the added concentration of Dx500. Correspondingly, the slope of the OCT signal decreased in the depth reflectivity profiles, and the reflectance intensity as a sharp peak off the bottom glass surface increased with the addition of dextran, indicating attenuation in the blood was reduced by the dextrans.

The scattering properties of the blood at the three HCTs of 35%, 45%, and 55% following the application of 0.6 and
2 gdl$^{-1}$ Dx500 were measured from OCT depth reflectivity profiles according to Eq. (1) and shown in Fig. 2. The blood was flowing through a 300-$\mu$m glass capillary at a rate of 5 mm/sec. As expected, attenuation in the blood increased with the HCT both in the control (RBCs with plasma but without dextran) and in the blood with Dx500. For example, for the blood at $H=35\%$, $\mu_r$ was measured at 25.9 mm$^{-1}$ and increased to 34.7 and 42.2 mm$^{-1}$ in the samples of 45% and 55%, respectively. The attenuation was reduced by the addition of 0.6 and 2 gdl$^{-1}$ Dx500 for all blood samples with various hematocrits. The reduction percentages were approximately 11 (34%), 10 (25%), and 10 (23%) for the blood samples with $H=35\%$, 45%, and 55%, respectively. It can be seen that the light attenuation decreased with the increase of added Dx500 from 0.6 gdl$^{-1}$ to 2 gdl$^{-1}$ for the three HCTs, demonstrating the concentration-dependent effect of Dx500 on attenuation reduction.

To define the optimal type and concentration of dextrans for blood optical clearing and to understand the mechanisms, we studied Dx70, used in clinics as a plasma substitute, in comparison to Dx500 for the blood (HCT=45%) flowing through a 600-$\mu$m glass capillary at a flow rate of 5 mm/sec.

![Fig. 1 Typical OCT images and corresponding 1D signal recorded from porcine blood (HCT=45%): (a) and (b) without dextran; (c) and (d) with 0.6% Dx500; (e) and (f) with 2% Dx500.](image-url)
Figure 3 shows the decrease in attenuation caused by the addition of Dx70 and Dx500 at concentrations of 0.6, 2, and 5 gdl⁻¹ compared to the control group. Similarly, the effect was dependent on the concentration of Dx70 at 0.6 to 5 gdl⁻¹ and for Dx500 at 0.6 to 2 gdl⁻¹. The greatest decrease in attenuation was approximately 28% and 31% for the blood samples with Dx70 at 5 gdl⁻¹ and Dx500 at 2 gdl⁻¹, respectively, which are 3-fold Dx70 and 1.6-fold Dx500 to that at 0.6 gdl⁻¹. Figure 3 also shows that a dextran with a higher MW Dx500 was more effective than that with a lower MW Dx70 at the same concentration of 0.6 or 2 gdl⁻¹ by 2-fold and 1.7-fold, respectively. Contrary to the concentration and MW-dependent effects Dx500 at 5 gdl⁻¹ resulted in the same low level as that at 0.6 gdl⁻¹. This discrepancy is discussed below.

Figure 4 shows the attenuation reduction calculated according to Eq. (2) in the blood (HCT=45%) by Dx500 at the three flow rates of 5, 10, and 100 mm/sec. There were no significant differences in attenuation reduction (Δμₜ) between the low-rate flows of 5 and 10 mm/sec for both the blood samples with 0.6 or 2 mgdl⁻¹ of Dx500. The level of attenuation reduction in the blood with both concentrations of Dx500 at 100 mm/sec was much smaller than at 5 and 10 mm/sec.

4 Discussion

It can be seen that for all blood samples in the low-rate flow with various HCTs, both types of dextrans can induce optical clearing and become increasingly effective in reducing attenuation with increased blood dextran levels, except 5 gdl⁻¹ Dx500 (Figs. 2 and 3). The changes in the scattering property by the addition of dextran are explained first by the refractive index matching mechanism. The predominant source of scattering in blood is the difference in the refractive indexes between the cytoplasm of RBCs (nbc ≈ 1.405) and plasma (nbp ≈ 1.345). The refractive index (1.337) of the porcine blood plasma in this study was increased to 1.342, 1.349, and 1.361 with the addition of dextrans at 0.6, 2, and 5 gdl⁻¹ as measured by the OCT system. When the index of scatterers remains constant, it results in a decrease of the index ratio (m, m=nbc/nbp), and thereby, of the scattering coefficient. Therefore, it is understandable that the higher the concentration of dextran, the higher the capability of blood optical clearing will be because more index-matching environments are created by dextran.

The results demonstrate that the higher the molecular weight of dextran, the more pronounced the optical clearing capability in the blood (Fig. 3). Insight into the significant differences in optical clearing capability can be gained by comparison of two types of dextrans at the same concentration of either 0.6 or 2 gdl⁻¹, which have the same refractive index when the concentrations are the same. Dx500 at 2 gdl⁻¹ with a smaller plasma refractive index achieves the same clearing effect as Dx70 at 5 gdl⁻¹. In addition, blood with 5 gdl⁻¹ Dx500 has the largest plasma refractive index.
(1.361) but shows the same clearing level as 0.6 gdl⁻¹. Obviously, these results cannot be explained by the refractive index matching mechanism.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 by the blood smear microscopy, cellular aggregation is observed in the low-rate blood flow. Dx500 is much more effective in producing RBC aggregation than Dx70 at the same concentration of 0.6 or 2 gdl⁻¹. In other words, dextran efficiency in producing aggregation in the flowing blood increases with MW. It is in agreement with previous findings that the increase in MW of dextrans would increase the aggregation capability. In addition, RBC aggregation becomes more pronounced with increased concentration for Dx70 from 0.6 gdl⁻¹ to 5 gdl⁻¹, and for Dx500 from 0.6 gdl⁻¹ to 2 gdl⁻¹. The greater aggregation produced by dextrans with a higher MW at a higher concentration in flowing blood may contribute to their greater capability for blood attenuation reduction, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Dx500 at 2 mgdl⁻¹ is the most effective agent in inducing RBC aggregation with rouleaux and rouleaux networks, as shown in Fig. 5, corresponding to its greater capability for blood optical clearing among the tested dextrans. However, although Dx500 at 5 mgdl⁻¹ contributes more refractive index matching, it leads to the same level as Dx500 at 0.6 mgdl⁻¹ (Fig. 3). The discrepancy could be explained by the biphasic effect of dextran on RBC aggregation. It is well known that RBC aggregation occurs only within a certain range of concentrations that are characteristic of dextran fractions. An increase in dextran concentration causes an increase in aggregation up to an optimum concentration, beyond which the further addition of dextran results in a decrease of aggregation or in disaggregation. Figure 5 does show that the blood in 5 mgdl⁻¹ Dx500 has a similar aggregation level to the blood in 0.6 mgdl⁻¹ Dx500.

Contrary to the result from the stationary blood in our previous study, where Dx500 at 0.5 gdl⁻¹ was the optimum concentration for the stationary blood samples to enhance light transmittance, the above results suggest that Dx500 at 2 gdl⁻¹ would be the most effective agent among the tested dextrans for optical clearing of blood in low-rate flow. It means that dextrans have higher optimum concentrations for producing aggregation of blood under flow than in stasis, i.e., more dextrans are needed to induce aggregation in flowing blood. These results suggest that shear force does decrease the aggregation capability of dextrans.

Another set of experiments comparing blood in various shear forces further demonstrates the effect of RBC aggregation on the blood optical clearing effect. The attenuation reduction (Δμₐ) in blood with both concentrations of Dx500 at 100 mm/sec is less pronounced than at 5 or 10 mm/sec (Fig. 4), indicating that less aggregation was produced at a higher shear rate while the refractive index matching remained the same among the various flow rates. Less aggregation of blood at 100 mm/sec is observed in the blood smear microscopy (images not shown). It can be deduced that more concentrated dextran is needed to achieve the same clearing effect, e.g., the optimum concentration should be greater than 2 gdl⁻¹ at a higher flow rate. Although a difference in aggregation capability of dextrans for blood in stasis and in various flows exists, erythrocyte aggregation induced by dextrans is attributed more to optical clearing of the blood in low-rate flow. It has been reported that a decrease in diffusing surfaces because of aggregation accounts for the decrease of the backscattered signal and the increase of light transmission. It should be noted that this study does not provide quantitative aggregation parameters in the flowing blood. It is evident that quantitating erythrocyte aggregation at various flow rates for comparison deserves further investigation to produce more refined and definitive results. Decreased scattering in flowing blood due to erythrocyte aggregation is hypothesized to occur in tissue, which may allow enhanced OCT imaging. However, further work is needed to prove this hypothesis in living tissues and to study erythrocyte aggregation in living tissues for in vivo use.

It should be taken into account that the changes in RBC volume and deformation may be influencing factors in optical clearing of flowing blood by the addition of dextrans. As observed by blood smear microscopy, cell deformation actually took place when the blood sample was in flow with a high rate for both sample groups, i.e., blood with dextran and the control group. According to Roggan, shear-stress-induced cell
deformation could be neglected with respect to the scattering properties. Another result caused by shear stress created by the flow is cell axial migration, which was found to be the predominant factor affecting optical properties with respect to flow parameters. A study performed by Enejder et al. revealed that increasing the degree of cell alignment and elongation as a result of increasing the shear rate reduced both $\mu_s'$ and $\mu_o$. However, the influence of cell alignment and elongation of RBCs in the low-rate flow of 5 mm/sec in this work could be negligible because such a small shear rate would not cause significant changes.

5 Conclusions

The optical clearing of blood in low-rate flow by dextrans was tested with a designed system that pumped blood through thin transparent tubing. Dextran with various MWs and at different concentrations was investigated by OCT measurement of the attenuation coefficient of the blood. With increasing MWs and concentrations up to an optimum, dextran became increasingly more effective in reducing scattering; D$_{500}$ at 2 mgdl$^{-1}$ resulted in the most significant improvement. We conclude that the blood optical clearing effect in flow is strongly dependent on erythrocyte aggregation. This study demonstrates that optical clearing by dextrans is useful for improving OCT imaging through flowing blood and provides a rational design basis for effective optical clearing of flowing blood.
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